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WS. 153. Memneal

20. 8. 48

Alaka.

In the course
of

conversation with a

friend,

Dearmud
Lynch,

Cork. he mentioned that

a Mr.
ODonoghue of your

Committee was
seeking

information
about

messages
sent to cork

in

1916. He was in touch with the late
Terry McSwenys

Sister, Annie,
who said she did not know who the

messenger
was but

professed

to know all about

the
message. Any knowledge

she could has on

this latter
would be

punby hensay.

-

About
midnight

an Easter
Tuesday 1916

I was called to a Room in the S.P.O.

by been

and asked

if

I would
try

to
got

two ladies out
of

the city

with

final

messages for
cork and

limerick. Jayreed

and listened while the verbal
messages west

being

given. I resent in His Room west the messengers

this Laura
Daly

was this Leanus OSullivan, Limerick
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Miss Dora
Daly

now
my wife;

the
former

was

to
try

to
get

to Limerick the latter to cork. Both

Suceceded in
getting

to this distenation on the

following
evening, Wednesday,

delivered their

message.
Both

an still alive and we those
of

all

that were in that Room know what the
messages

wool and the
puling of

those who
gain

other. The others

Tom Clarke, Lean MacDiannieda, Patrick Pearce,

Joseph

Plunkett and
James Connolly

lie in Astour Hill

If you
require

an allemt
of

what took
place

in cork

and Limerick Jan sun both ladies will
give

it. the

message
to cork was "Tell

Terry McSweeney
we an in

action and we know he will
follow

as." To Limerick

the message
was less

friendly
when Lean MacDiannieda

delivered it, it was he
Jan both, I would

prefer
not to

give

the exact
wording. If

Mrs OSullivan wishes to
give

it thats

another matter. Both those ladies an sisters
of

Edward

Daly

also in the
gravis

at Astour Hill.

It
may

interst
you

to Know - it has
got

some

slight publicity already
B that in the autumn

of 1915,
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I cannot
fix

the time
exactly

- there in the

a small nations
conference

at,
I think, Genera

Switzerland.
It was deaded

by
the

Supreme

Connal
of

the Irish Republican
brotherhood in

consultation
with other

prendly organizations
to

send a statement
of

Irelands case to the

conference.

Naturally
it could not

go through

the usual

Charnells.
It was drawn

up

in
very great

detail and
signed by

anamyst others. McNull

Representing

learned
profession.

Griffiths
Sinn Fein

and a
Newspaper

owner,
Connolly for

Labour
ate.

Sean McDiannieda
for

youth organizations,
Tom Clarke

for
business, Court Plunkett,

the arts,
and was to

be
signed by

Pearce Beadie
for Journaleats

and

Dianned OHegarty for

the Sint Seniel but these

two latter
jailed

to appear
in time to all thin

signatures
so their

sequatuns
were

piled
in

by

Sean MacDiannieda and

myself.

He had to do it as the

thank
spaces

were there and the they could not
go

without them.
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The document had to
go

Via

Belfast

an that

evening
as the

ships captain
who was

taking

it to
England for postage

was
sailing

at
7 P.M.

Ilift

Dublin
with the sealed

jacket

and tranlled
by

the

3 P.M. train
handing

the colosed
envelope

to

Cathal OShamon in the
presence of

Dennis

McCullough

at the latters
shop

in Howard Street

Belfast

in Shamon knew the
Captain of

the
ship.

The
pithing

it to
Belfast

and

Cathal

Shamar was
not

quite
as

easy
as this Rends but

you
want the

facts

not the

incidents in between.
What happened

this

document I never heard. Shad Read the Contents

and an the
only

one
living of

those who
Really

did Read it. It was the

tyre of

statement
laying

out our claims
for freedom

that because so

common in the
years

that
followed.

It is
intending

now because
mary

still think that the I.R.B while

a great Revolutionary organization
had not political

or
international sense. Those who thinkthat
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han no idea

of

the
greatness of

the

minds

of

Clarke and MacDiannieda.

It was not because
they

did not write

and wake
spuches

that
they

had no sense

of political

valmes. Those
of

us who worked

intimately

with then and hers cane to

an age

better to asses values realize
the

greatness

of
those

two men.
They

was so sinlned

with the ideal
of

freedom that
they

never cared

who
got

the Lenoms. On one occasion when

a member showed
jealousy,

MacDiannieda tuned

to him and said "Sinn does it matter who gets

the credit so
being

as the
job

is done to our

liking."
he then lift the Room and it was the

just
time I

really
saw him sad. Eamon, said he

I never though their was
jealousy way

no "It was

the only
such incident I can Recall hoping way littler

of some help to you. Miss Eamon T. Dore.



WS.153 Further to
my

Statement
of

20.8.48

Shortly after midnight an Easter
Tuesday

1916 Sean MacDiannieda

after Repeating finally
thevedal messages for

cork and limerick

said
goodbye

to the those
of

us and
turning

to me said "Eamon you

med not come lack as
you

know its all our." -
(I had travelled from

west
Limerick on

Monday
and

Tuesday
and know the

failure
in the

Country
and had been named,

when I
got

to the general lost opponent

to tell anyone of
the conditions in the county.) he lift,

crossed

OConnell
Street into Farrell Street and to Mrs Tom Clarkes at

Richmond accurse, Farrman there to await daylight.
he lift there

about 3. 30 AM. And went
by Clanliffe

Road. Dorset Strut into the

north circular Road. All went pill
until outside mountjoy just

when

I was taken
by

soldiers and brought before
a captain.

He was Rather

dazed,
smalled

strongly of
dink and asked "where on

you going

and who on those woman with
you?"

I said "My
sisters who are

very

nervous and I am
trying

to get
then to the kingstridge

where

he heard there a train
bearing

at six oclock and
going

south."

He then askeding
name and I had my fist real

fear of being
held. It

strock me he would ask their names and
they

would
naturally say Daly

and all was lost. I said 'he was dazed' and he was he
only

said

alright. go
an. When I got back to my

two
companions

and

away from
the soldiers I impressed

an them, after stating my

fears,
that

they should take
my

name Dore
for the Rest of our trip

to
kingstridge. How Right

I was
for

at the west halt, Blacquire Bridge
I was

again taken
away port through

the some
questions with the

difference
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The
officer

was
quite

sober and
hearing my

name sent to ask the ladies theirs. However,

we were let
through. After

then inon such expansions
the

time was
getting

short
and I asked the British officer for

a
pass.

(it
was

for trying
to get

back alone
locally

wanted this),
but he

said "I cannot give you
one

you
must try to do as you

his done so

for."
Thy

lest
stop

was
just

at the Bridge leading
to the station but

have the
officer

was
Really

drunk and did not bother much. I

booked towards the station catrance and saw detectors officer Hoeg

later 1918 shot in Dublin
by

one
of

the old Dublin Brigade.
He

importunably
know we so I had to said the laders the Rest

of

the
way

alone and had to clear
away myself.

I saw them enter the

gate of
the station

from
a distance and them decided to Retain

as I acme hoping
that the "guard"

had not been changed
and

would remember.
one. I was

lucky
as I

got through
in Record

time and was in Gardner Strut, upper
between 7.30 and 8AM

I went each
of

the British Posts in the S.P.O. Area to see

when the nearest was and then came Via Denmark Street to

Fendlaters Church when I
just

came inside the lost risable
British

Road

barricade,
I said

goodbye
to a brother

of
mine, a senior student in

the
college of Surgeons, and walked

casually
down Parnell square

in

full
view

of
the

every
and

stoped to light
a

cigarette
and

get my bearings

at the bank on the comer
of

Parnell Street and OConnell Street. The shelling

of Liberty Hall was going an and I saw one cinlian standing
acrossat
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the
Harry

Street, OConnell Street Connor. From the

voices Theard overhand in the bank I concluded

they
were British

amy personal.
Iandderby

saw soldiers on the
Roof of

the Rotunda and then Realized Iwas in a
proper

tight comer. I

decided then was
only

one
thing

to do and that was walk,
as

casually

as
my

nerves would allow, across OConnell Street to the civilian Isar

at
Henry

Street comer. Thy
luck held and I asked the civilian when

he
thought

the shells ware falling, they
rounded

very
near. He

said,
in

a
Strong English

accent. "Somewhere on the
grays",

Later Iwas to Know
where

Jeareluded my
civilian was a

spy of the British in
plain

clothes and

I started
for

the gate way
in the S.P.O.

thegate
was then under when the

clock is now, in the middle of
the Sellars. Knowing

when the

British military
were and that I had to

get under our own strands
of

Barbed were (it was arnion across from
the comer of

the S.P.O

building
to the other side

of
OConnell Street)

that
my

buck was now

finished.

All I can Rember is
Runing, cranking

under the wire, with

things whizzing past,
and

trying
tepray.

White Runing
a

thought came to
my

maid, when
you get

to the gate
stand in the cetitre not at the

jambs,

It was this saved my life,
as the outside pillars Rapt

me corned
from

both
the "bark" at Farrell Comer and the caralide

buildings
on the

Bridge.

I
got a slight flesh

wound in the
leg

and
fall into the arms

of
the

sentry
who

opened
the gates

to
my kicking.

How I
fall

into his arms

was: - I could
feel things whizeing

behind
my

back and
thudding

into the
jambs

and Shad my front
so

flattened against the gate to aroid

being hit that when
the

gate opened
inwards I

fall forward. Haring

got
in I Reported

to Tom Clarke and Sean MacDeannieda and the latter

said "Deduct I till you
not to come back". I told then the "messengers" had got
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Away alright,
that the British

be

were
closing

in
just

and were now in the rotunda and in the Bank at the

Comer
of

Samell and OConnell Streets.
They

were at Phebslose the night

before
and below

montgoy just
when I was

going
to the

Kingsbridge.
I

told them they
were in a

very
nervans state and that with about ten

men and
crough

ammunition I
fell

I could got out
again

and
Rouns

behind there positions
and could

force
them to Retire before they

settled

down. Tom Clarke who
Replied

"we hem no
anthonty Connolly

is

in change
him and we will report

what
you

hen I heard no more

about
my suggestion

but
Conrolly

went out into the start and was

wounded. I
presume

he did not credit
my report

and he never sent
from

for questioning before
he went out but I do know Clarke and MacDeannieda

went tohim. He
Connolly, gradually pulled

in even
our

nearby outposts from

then on and so we lost combination with the Four Courts Garrison

and later, Friday evening,
were to be homed ant of

our
only position.

Two incidents of
note stand out in the Remaring days.

On

Friday
Sean MacDiammieda called me and said be and Tom Clarke and

a
few

others were going
to him

something to cat,
it was about three oclock

I went with him upstairs
and seated at that tall were Tom Clarke

Sean MacDiammieda,
Diannied Lynch,

Sean
McGarry

and
myself.

we

had a pried mutton chop
cult when

they
came

from
I do not know but I

was hungry,
it was the

just
Real meal in

days.
While we were

carting

Fr. OHanagan adin. Pro. Cathedral, who had come in caster to attend

the wounded, came into the Room and Sean McCarry said "Hello Father

would a
follow go

to hell
for carting meat on this

Friday" Why Sean said he

"Because Father I am
going

to chance it" It was the last
joke for

a
good while



Tom Clarke said to me.Ibeingthebayofthe

party
-

they
were all well our the thirties while I had

not yet
come of age

- "Eamann do you like "timed
Pears"? Isaid

I did and he said "So do I but we unrest wait until that follow

Fitzgerald (Desmond Fitzgerald R.I.P who was in
change ofcommissariat and

atemble martinet)
is ant of the

way
or he would say we an

going
had

example.

Those pears were opened, cater, and we went down stairs where the

main body of
our comrades

were lined up
and the buildings

well an give.
Diannied

Lynch took a
few of

us into the

cellars to shift our bombs to a safer place
as the

give
had peretented

below ground.
As a matter

offact,
he

played
an

old hose an
the

give

at one point to prevent it
burning

us as we
passed

to and fro.

When the bounds
were put out of danger

Iwas
put

in change of

the Harry Street
entrance to the

lost office
- it was the only exit not on

fire.
After sometime

ORahilly
and a group of

men
filed

out and

I asked one John
R. Reynolds

R.I.P. when they
were

going
& In

a

most cynical
voice he said "we an

going
to char the British out of

Moore Street, fight
our

way
to Williams

and woods Jan
factory

in

Samell
Street and there try

to comeect
up

with Ned Daly in
the Four Courts."

(Reynolds
was a man of

over
forty

with a
young grown family

all
of

whom were in the
Rising.)

Ned Daly was Commandant in theFour Courts)

berth me at the door was a man called
Paddy Murray.

I timed to

him and said "hill you come with than Paddy"?
To which he

agreed
and in was than a

quarter of
an hour he was lying very

badly wounded in Moore Street and ORahilly
with

many
others were

dead.



As we
got out the door into

Henry Street
we

lined up "two deep" with ORahelly Standing
in

front
and Patrick

Pearse by
his side. Pearse addressed us and told usour

objective
and said a few parting

words while the British were

firing from
the Ruins on the other side

of
OConnell Street. Our

gallant attempt
to brick

through failed
and the survivors ended

in an old hunt out Ruin in Moore Street. saw
ORahelly

fall
wounded

and
my

nearest comrade Pat OConnor was killed

just in
front

of me
and falling

on me
pinned

me ender him.

The Second incident I Remember was seeing a British

Amy Captain.
Lee Wilson

(afterwards
escanted in Sarcy. Cowexford

for
his behaviour to prisoners in the Rotunda after

the
Rising.

He was

a Sistnet Inspector of
the Royal Irish Constabliting)

take Tom Clarke,

Sean MacDiammieda and
Ned Daly

and search then. Clarke had an

old pre Rising
butlet wound in the elbow which

heeled
purtty,

making
it difficult

to
flex

the elbow. Wilson finding
it difficult

to take

off
Clarkes Coat because of the stiffness just forcibly

straightened
the

am and so Re opened
the wound causing

ternble pain.
Not

Satisped
with this he

stripped
all there to the skin in the presence of

us

and,
being

broad
daylight,

in the
presence of

those nurses ate
looking

out windows.
A comrade of mine who is still alive and who

was lying
beside me on the grass

swore out
"if

that follow lives

through
the was

-
meaning

the 1914-18 was - Iwill search
for him and

kell him for his." He and four others kept
that

promise.

Later that wentpel morning of
Saturday

we were marched into
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OConnell
Street when I saw the some officer

Wilson, take his walking
stick

from
Sean MacDiannieda who had a

Paralysed leg
and try

to make him
keep up

with us as we marched

from
the Rotunda

to Richmond Barracks. Beside me was

a comrade called Fitzsimons
who turned to me and said

"are you
downhearted?" to which I

Replied
"Are

you"? He said out

bond "I'm not downhearted." The Soldier
walking

beside him

lunged his bayoneted Rifle at his Fitzsimons
"seat"

going

him an

nasty

wound. He arrived a Rather disheveled lot at the Richmond

Barracks and it was an all too common sight to see
prisoms

falling
in a

feint from
loss

of food
and

being promoted for
our trinity

four
homs from performing

the
ordinary

calls
of

nature. We were

in the Richmond herded into Rooms, later to here one
foyer pints

takin and to
indinge

the Druting of
the political

Brunch
of

the Deteelise

Denison who were
trying

to
pick

out the headers and those whom they

thought
most prominent before

the
Risings. Among

The Destectens

Was 'Hoey'
Mentioned by

me casher. He was the most dangerous

and omdictere of
the lot and it was he

persisted in the
pecking

out
of

Sean MacDiannieda and it was because
of

this act he was later

executed.
thewy escaped that

scrutiny
because in the

fighting they

had because so dishallowed that inn this comrades did not know then.One outstanding memory Remains of that Easter Saturday droning while we
still stood prisoners in OConnell Street: - It was the sound of Marching men.
Into the Street from Abbey Street come the old First Battalion with their
loved commandant Ned Daly leading.

Still the same grivet. Calun Selfpossnait
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Ned.
Unconquered

and
unconquerable

as this

men
marching four deep

behind then. He brought
them

up

OConnell Street droped out when he came to his allotted

poolition and then drilled his men
bearing

them two
deep

"Standing easy." He and
they

had
fought

the
good fight. held

then
positions

intact, and could has held out much

longer but, against
his better

judgment.
He accepted the order

of
surrender. I heard a British Sergeant say

to another. "Thats

an officer
and those fellows know then

stuff."

This is as
for

as my
old notes went and I still wander

if

you Really
want this

type of stuff.
It Reminds me now,

from
an

other old scrap of paper,
that another

Belfast
Viat

of
mine

maybe be of

much importance
later.

- I took to
Belfast

on
Saturday

about the

9th of April 1916, (I know it was a
Saturday

and a
fortnight before Easter)

from
Tom Clarke to Denis

McCullough (now of
music

shop,
Dawson Street)

the Cast
morning

the
organization could

spare.
I am not sure of the

amount though
it was told tome and

five
was mentioned. Whether it

was E500
as not I cannot now Remember and my memory

is
first

class

but the cract
figure carapes

me. In
ay case the

message was "this is

all we here got." I
paid up

in
Belfast

and
lift

for Dublin
by the "artistis train

on
Sunday.

I
stenpd with Sean MacDiannieda in his

digs
that

nightand lift for
home on holidays (I was a medical student in U.C.D.)

with his
permission. I asked him what was the

meaning of
the order



"No member
of the Organization, I.R.B was to

lease

'town'

without

For answer

said
when

an

you
comeing back"

I Said "We
an not due

back
until 3 may

but I

will
come

back
Easter Monday." He Replied, "Eamone you

will be
late."

I
could not

get
him to say

more.
No

body,
I was later, except

Head quarters
and a

very few
key

officers knew
that the

Several

mobilization
etc

for Easter Sunday
meant "action".

However,
Sean

said

I will
send

you
a wire

if
all

goes

well and we

agreed

to
send the

following:

-
"Grind starts

Saturday.

Doyle".
Joe

Doyle

now
proposer

in U.C.D was
a lecturer and

had
no comaction with

any

without

movement and so

beyond
suspicion.

Actually,
that

wire
was

given

to
the late

Searvord
OSullivan to send, so

he me, but

I
never got it. But

I

did
get

back
in

time
much

to Seams

surprise.

Much

has been said
since

about the supposed arrest
of

James
Connolly. Some say

it
happened

and

some
more praitenly

that it
did

not. Well,

I
do

know

that

Connolly
was

giving

the supreme

council of
the

I.R.B
army

Head
quarters

much trouble.
He

was not
a

and
did

not
know of

its
my

decided
policy.

He
Did

Not

trust the volunteers Head
quarters

and he
was not

alone
in

that. But

Clarke
and

MacDiannieda felt he would here to
be talked

to
and that

if
he

did
not come

for that
talk

voluntarily
then

he would
have

to
be

taken

by

force. Commandant Ned
Daly

had
at this

time
given up his

curl
position

and
had

undertaken wholetime work in the
Amy

and he was ordered to

stand

by

to
arrest

Connolly if

he
did not

come
voluntarily.

I

was told

of

with others to
meet Commandant

Daly at the
office of Seamus OConnor

in

Dame Street and
their await instruction. He

met but some time later

weredisbanded as Connolly Went
his own accord, had

a

two-day
interview

came
awaysatisfied ad waything went almost to plain after. Eamonn

T.
Dore
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Luimneach.

19.9.48.

Further to my statement of 20.8.1948.

Shortly after midnight on Easter Tuesday 1916, bean

MacDiarmadha, after repeating repeating the verbal messages for

Cork and Limerick, Slid goodbye to the three of us and turning

to me said "anion,. you need not come back as you Knew its alt.

over" (I had travelled from West Limerick on Monday. and Tuesday

end knew the failure in the country and had been warned, whet.

I got to the General Post Office, not to tell anyone of the

conditionsin the country). We loft, crossed O'Connell at into

4 Parnell St. end to Mrs. Tom Clarkes at Richmond Avenue, Fairview,

there to await daylight. we left there about 3.30 a.m. and went

by Clonliffe aced, Dorset St. into the North Circular Road. All

went well until outside Mountjoy Jail where I was taken by

soldiers and brought before a Captain. He was rather dazed

smelled strongly Of drink,. and asked "Where are you going and who

are those momen with Tout?. I said "My sisters, who eve very.

nervous and I am trying to get them to the Yingsbridge where we

heard there is a train leaving at six o'clock and going south".

He then asked my name and I had my first al tear of being. hold.

It struck me he would ask their names and they would naturally

say "Daly"
and

all was lost. I said he was dazed, end he was.

He only said "AU right, go on". when I Got
back

to my
two

companions and a way from the soldiers I impressed on them, after

stating my teen, than they should take my "Dore' for the

rest of our trip to Kingsbridge. How right I was, for at the

nest halts Blacquiere Bridge I was again taken sway, put through

the same questions With the difference the officer was quite sober

and hearing my name sent to ask the ladies theirs. However, we

wire let through. After three more auG11 experiences the time Was.

getting short end I asked the British officer for a
pass, (it

was

for try rig to get back alone I really wanted
this) but he
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said "I Cannot give you one. You must try to do as you have

done so fat". My last stop was just at the Bridge leading to the

station, but here the officer was really drunk and did not bother

much. Ilocked towards the station entrance and saw Detective

Officer Honey-later-1916-shot in Dublin by one of the Old

Dublin Brigade. He unfortunately knew me so I had to send the

ladies the rest Of the way alone and had to clear away myself.

I saw them enter the gate. of the station from a distance and then

decided to return as I came hoping that the "guard" had not been

changed and would remember me. I was lucky as I got through in

record time and was in Gardiner St. Upper, between 7.30

and.8 a.m. I went near each of the British posts in the G.P.O. area

to see where the nearest was and then came via Denmark St. to

findlater's Church where I Just came inside the visible

British road barricade. I said goodbye to abrother of mine, a

senior student in the College of Surgeons, and walked casually

down Parnell Square in full view of the enemy and topped to light

aCigarette and get my bearings at the bank on the corner of

parnell St. and O'Connell St. The shelling
of Liberty Hall was

going on and I saw one civilian. standing across at the Henry St.

O'Connell St. corner. From the voices I Heard overhead in the

Bank I concluded they were British Army personnel. I suddenly

saw soldiers on the root of the Rotunda and then realised I was

in a proper tight corner. I decided there was only one thing to

do and that was walk, as casually as my nerves would allow, acres

O'Connell St. to, the 'civilian' I saw at Henry St. corner. My

luck held and I asked the civilan where he thought the shells

were falling - they Sounded Very near. He said in a Strong

English accent "Somewhere on the quays". Later I was to know

where. I concluded my civilian was a spy of the British in plain

clothes and I started for the gateway of the G.P.O. The gate

was then under where the clock is now, in the middle of the

pillars. Knowing where the British military were end that I had

to get under our own strands of barbed wire (it was drawn across
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from the corner Of the G.P.O. building to the other side of

O'Connell Street) that my luck was now finished. All I can

remember is running, orawl5ng under the wire, with, things

whiz4ng past, and trying to pray., while running, a thought same

to my mini. "when you get to the gate, stand in the centre not at

the James". It was this saved my life as the outside pillars

kept me covered from both the "Bank" at Parnell Corner and the,

"Carlisle" buildings on the: bridge. I. got a slight flesh wound

in the leg and fell into the a its at the sentry to opened the

gates to my kicking, How I fell into his arms was:- I could

feel. things whizzing behind my back and thudding: into the Jambs

and I had my front so flattened against the ate to avoid being

hit that when the gate opened inwards I fell forward. Having got

in I reported to Torn Clarke and Sean MacDiarmnsdha and the latter

said "Didn't you. not to come back". I told them the

messengers bad got away all right, that the British were closing

in fast and were now in the Rotunda and in the Bank at the corner

of Parnell and O'Connell Streets They were at Phibsboro. the

night before and below Mountjoy jail ten I was going to the
and

Kingsbridge. told than they were in a very nervous state
and

that

with about ten men and enougd ammunition I felt I could get out

again and rotzn4 behind their positions ad oct16 force them to.

retire before they settled down. Tom C1atce replied "we 2wre

no authority. Connolly is in charge here and we will report what

you have said". I heard no more about my suggestion, but

ConnoZ1 went out into' the street and was wounded. I presume he

did not credit my report and he never sent for me for questioning

before he want out,. but I do know Clarke and MacDiarmadha went to

him. He, Connolly, gradually pulled in even our nearby outposts

tram then On and so we lost communication with the Pour Courts

garrison ed later, Friday evening, were to be brn4.d out our our

only position.

Two incidents of note. staid out in the remaining days. On

Friday Sean MacDiarmadha called me and said he and Tom Clarke and



a few others were going to have something to eat. It was about

three O'clock. I went with him upstairs and seated at that

table were Tom Clarke Sean MacDiarmadhs, Diarmuid. Lynch Sean

McGarry and myself We had a fried mutton chop each - where they

came from I do not know - but I was hungry, it was the first

real meal in days, While we were eating Fr. O'Flanagan Pro-

cathedral who had come in earlier to attend the wounded, came

into: the room and SeanMcGarry said "Hello Father, would a

fellow go to hell for eating meat on this. Friday'?0 "Why, Sean".

said he. "Because, Father, I am doing to chance it" It

wasthe last joke for a good while Tom Clarke said to me, I being

the boy of the party, they were well over the thirties while I

had not yet 'Come of age' "Eamon do you like tinned pears"?

I said. I did and he said "So do I, but we must wait until that

fellow Fitzgerald (Desmond Fitzgerald R.I.P. Who was in Charge

at commissariat and a terrible martinet) is out at the way 0r

he would say we giving bad example" Those pears were opened,

eaten, and we went down stairs where the main body of our

comrade were lined up and the buildings well on fire Diarmuid

Lynch took a few of us into the cellars to shift our bombs to a

safer place as the fire had penetrated below. ground. As a matter

of fact, he played an old hose on the fire at one point to

prevent it burning us as we passed to and fro

When the bombs were put out of danger I was put in charge

or the Henry St. entrance to the Post Office -. it was the only

exit not on fire. After some time, O'Rahilly and a group of men

filed out and I asked one, John R. Reynolds, R.I.P. where they

were going. In a most cynical voice he said "We are going to

clear the British out of Moore St., fight our way to Williams &

Woods Jam factory in Parnell St. and then try to connect up with

Ned Daly in the Four Courts". (Reynolds was a man of over forty

with a young grown family all of whom were in the Rising).

Ned Daly was Commandant in the Four Courts. With me at. the door

was a man called Paddy Murray. I tuned to him and said "Will
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you come with them Paddy"? To which he agreed and in less

than a quarter of an hour he was lying very badly wounded in

Moore St. and Q'Rahilly with many others were dead, As we got

out the
door into Henry St. we lined up "two deep" with O'Rahfl2

standing. in front and Patrick Pearse by his side. Pearse

addressed us and told us our objective and said a few parting

words while the British. were tiring from the ruins on the other

side of O'Connell St. Our gallant attempt to break through

failed and the survivors ended in an old burnt out ruin in

Moore St. I saw O'Rahilly fell wounded and my neatest comrade,

Pat O'Connor, was killed just in front of me and falling
on me

pinned me under him.

The second incident I remember was seeing a British Army

Captain, Lee Wilson, (afterwards executed in. Gorey, Co.Wexford)

for his behaviors to prisoners in the Rotunda after the Rising.

He was a District Inspector of the Royal Irish Constabulary)

take Tom Clarke, Sean MacDiarmadha and Ned Daly and search them

Clarke had an old pre-Rising bullet wound in the elbow Which

healed pertly, making it difficult to flex the elbow. Wilson,

finding it difficult to take off Clarke's coat because of
the

stiffness, just forcibly straightened the arm and so
reopened

the wound, causing terrible pain. Not satisfied with this he

stripped all three to the skin in the presence of us and, being

broad daylight, in the presence of those nurses etc. looking

out windows. A comrade of mine who is still alive and who was

lying beside me on the grass swore out "if that fellow lives

through the war - meaning the 1914-18 war - I will search for

him and kill him for this. He and four others kept that promis

Later that eventful morning of Saturday we were marched

into O'Connell St. where I saw the same officer, Wilson, take

his walking stick from Sean MacDiarmadha who had a
paralysed le

and try to make him keep up with us as we marched from the

Rotunda to Richmond Barracks. Beside me was a comrade called

Fitzsimons who turned to me and said "Are you downhearted"?
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to which I replied, "Are you"? He eaid out leud "I'm not down-heated".

The soldier walking beside him lunged his bayonetted

rifle at. his, Fitzsimon's, 'seat' giving him a nasty wound.

We arrived, a rather dishevelled lot, at the Richmond Bks.

and it was an all too common eight to see prisoners falling in a

feint from loss of food arid being prevented for over twenty four

hour from performing the ordinary calls of nature. We were in

the Richmond herded into rooms, later to have our finger prints

taken and to undergo the scrutiny of the political branch of the

Detective Division who were trying to pick out the leaders, and

those whom they thought moat prominent before the Rising. Among

the Detectives was 'Hoey' mentioned by me earlier, He was the

mat dangerous and vindictive of the lot and it was he persisted

in the picking out of Sean MacDiarmadhe and it was because of

this act he Was later executed. Many escaped that scrutiny

because in gin fighting they had become so dishevelled that even

their comrades did not know them.

One outstanding memory remains of that Easter Saturday

evening while we still stood prisoners in O'Connell St. - It

was the sound of marching men. into this Street from Abbey St.

came the old First. Battalion with their loved Commandant, Ned

Daly, leading. Still the same quiet, calm, self-possessed Ned,

unconquered and unconquerable as his men marching tour deep

behind him. He brought them up O'Connell St., dropped cut when

he came to his allotted position and then drilled his men

leaving them two deep "standing easy" He and they bad fought the

good fight, held their positions intact and Could have held out

much longer, butt against his better judgment, he accepted the

order of surrender. I heard a British Sergeant say to another

That's an officer and those fellows know their stuff".

This is as tar as my old notes went and I still wonder if

you really want this type of stuff. I reminds me now, from

another, old scrap of paper, that. another Belfast visit of mine
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may be of much importance later. I took to Belfast on Saturday

about the 9th of April 1916 (I know it was a Saturday and a

fortnight before Easter) from Tom Clarke to Denis McCullough

(now of Music Shop, Dawson Street) the last money the organisation

could spare. I am not sure of the amount although it was

told to me sad 'five' was mentioned. Whether it was £500 or not

I cannot now remember and my memory is first class, but the exact

figure escapee me. In any case the message was "This is all we

have got" I fixed up in Belfast and left for Dublin by the

"Artists" train on Sunday, I stayed with Sean MacDiadmedha in

his digs that night and left for home on holidays (I was a medical

student in U.C.D.) with his permission. I asked him what was the

meaning of the order - no member of the organisation I.R.B. was

to leave 'town' without permission. For answer he said "When are

you coming back"? I said "We are not due back until 3 May but

I will come back Easter Monday". He replied "Eamon, you will be

late", I could not get him to say more. Nobody, I was to learn

later, except headquarters and a very few key officers knew that

the General Mobilisation, etc. for Easter Sunday meant 'Action'.

However, Sean said "I will send you a wire if all goes well and

we agreed to send the following - "Grind starts Saturday, Doyle".

Joe Doyle, now professor in U.C.D., was then a lecturer and had

no connection with any national movement and so beyond suspicion.

Actually, that wire was given to the late Gearoid O'Sullivan to

send, so he told me, but I never got, it. But I did get back in

time much to Sean's surprise.

Much has been said since that about the supposed arrest of

James Connolly. Some say it happened and some more positively

that it did not. Well, I do know that Connolly was giving the

Supreme Council of the I.R.B.
Army

Headquarters much trouble. He was

not a member and did not know of its very decided policy. He did

not trust the Volunteer Headquarters and he was not alone in that.

But Clarke and MacDiadmadha felt he would have to be talked to and

that if he did not come for that talk voluntarily then he would
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have to he taken by force. Commandant Ned Daly had at this

time given up his civil position and had undertaken wholetime

work in the Army and he was ordered to stand by and arrest

Connolly if be did not come voluntarily. I was told off with

others to meet Commandant Daly at the office of Seamus O'Connor,

Solicitor, in Dame St. and. there await instructions, We met,

but some time later were disbanded as Connolly went of his own

accord, had a two-day interview, came away satisfied and

everything went almost to plan after.

Signed: Eamonn T. Dore.


